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Abstract−This work extends amicromechanics approach based upon the computational cell methodology incorporat-
ing the Gurson model and the CTOA criterion to describe ductile crack extension of longitudinal crack-like defects in
high pressure pipeline steels. The analyses demonstrate the effectiveness and limitations of both approaches to describe
crack growth response and to predict the burst pressure for the tested pipes. While the CTOA criterion still appears to
have limited applicability to predict ductile cracking behavior for the pipe specimens, the cell model predictions show
good agreement with experimentally measured burst pressures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The accurate prediction of the failure pressure in damaged pipelines remains a key issue for the safety assessment of high
pressure piping systems, including onshore and offshore facilities. Conventional failure criteria for longitudinal crack-like
defects in pipelines (e.g., blunt corrosion, inclusions, weld flaws, etc.) are derived based upon a simple fracture mechanics
analysis for planar or crack-like flaws. Such procedures are calibrated by extensive burst testing of pipes containing ma-
chined cracks conducted on low-to-moderate strength structural steels (API Grades X52 and X60) [1] . While these accep-
tance criteria for linepipe defects clearly simplify integrity analyses of in-service piping components, they essentially reflect
a limit-load solution for a blunted axial crack in a pressurized vessel or pipe. Moreover, these integrity assessment proce-
dures assume failure criteriawhich do not necessarily reflect the actual failuremechanism (such as, for example, stable crack
growth prior to final failure) nor do they address specific requirements for high grade pipe steels currently used. For these
cases, failure assessmentsmay be overly conservative or provide significant scatter in their predictions, which lead tounnec-
essary repair or replacement of in-service pipelines [2].

For high toughness pipeline steels, the material failure (leakage or sudden rupture) is most often preceded by large
amounts of slow, stable crack growth.Under sustained ductile tearing of amacroscopic crack, large increases in the load-car-
rying (pressure) capacity for the flawed piping component are possible beyond the limits given by conventional elastic and
elastic-plastic (stationary crack) analysis. Analytical methods for defect assessment in ductile materials generally employ
the J-integral fracture parameter [3] to characterize the significant increase in toughness over the first few millimeters of
stable crack extension (Δa). These methods rely direct application of crack growth resistance (J-Δa) curves (also often
termed R-curves) measured using small, laboratory specimens to the surface defects in pressure vessels and pipelines [4-5].
However, laboratory testing of fracture specimens tomeasure resistance curves consistently reveals amarked effect of abso-
lute specimen size, geometry, relative crack size (a∕W) and loading mode (tension vs. bending) on R-curves. Consequently,
advanced methodologies for fracture assessments of pipelines must include robust procedures to transfer fracture resistance
data measured using small laboratory specimens to structural piping components in engineering applications.

This work extends amicromechanics approach based upon the computational cell methodology incorporating theGur-
son model [6-7] and a deformation-based approach using the CTOA criterion [8,9] to describe ductile crack extension of
longitudinal crack-like defects in high pressure pipeline steels. Laboratory testing of an API 5L X60 steel at room tempera-
ture using standard, deeply cracked fracture specimens provides the data needed to measure the crack growth resistance
curve and to calibrate the Gurson and the CTOA parameters for this material. A central focus of the paper is the application
of the cellmethodology and theCTOAcriterion topredict experimentallymeasured burst pressures for thin-walled gaspipe-
linecontaining longitudinal cracks. Theexperimental program includes precracked pipe specimenswith508mm(20 inches)
O.D. and 219mm (8 5∕8 inches) O.D. with varying crack depth to thickness ratios (a∕t). Plane-strain computations are con-
ducted on detailed finite element models for the pipe specimens to describe crack extension with increased pressure. The
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numerical simulations demonstrate the effectiveness and limitations of both approaches to describe crack growth response
and to predict the burst pressure for the tested pipes. While the CTOA criterion still appears to have limited applicability
to predict ductile cracking behavior for the pipe specimens, the cell model predictions of the ductile response for the pre-
cracked pipes show good agreement with experimentally measured burst pressures.

2. OVERVIEW OF NUMERICALMODELING FOR STABLE CRACK GROWTH

2.1 Computational Cell Approach

Xia and Shih (X&S) [10] proposed an engineering approach based upon damage mechanics to predict R-curves for cracked
configurations under ductile regime.Material separation occurs through a local fracturemechanism described by themicro-
mechanics parameters D, which defines the thickness of the computational cell layer (on which Mode I growth evolves −
Fig. 1) and the initial cell porosity, f0,which roughly represents the actualmetallurgical features of thematerial. Progressive
void growth and subsequent macroscopic material softening in each cell are described by a constitutive model for dilatant
plasticity given by Gurson [6] and Tvergaard [7] (GT) in the form

σe
σ
2+ 2q1f cosh3q2σm2σ

− 1+ q3 f 2 = 0 (1)

where σe denotes the effective Mises (macroscopic) stress, σm is the mean (macroscopic) stress, σ is the current flow stress
of the cellmatrixmaterial and f defines the current void fraction. Here, factors q1, q2 and q3=q21 improve themodel predic-
tions for periodic arrays of cylindrical and spherical voids.

The GT yield function in Eq. (1) does not model realistically the rapid loss of stress capacity for larger void fractions
nearing coalescence levels, nor does the model create new traction free surfaces to represent physical crack extension. In
the present work, the evolution of stress within cells follows the original constitutive model of GT in Eq. (1) until f= fE,
where fE denotes the critical volume fraction which typically has a value of≈0.15. The final stage of void linkup with the
macroscopic crack front then occurs by reducing the remaining stresses to zero in a prescribed manner. Tvergaard [7] refers
to this process as the element extinction or vanish technique. When f in the cell incident on the current crack tip reaches a
critical value, fE, the computational procedure removes the cell thereby advancing the crack tip in discrete increments of
the cell size. The equivalent nodal forces associated with the remaining stresses are released over a specified number of sub-
sequent load steps, denoted as Nrs; the number of release steps is usually assigned avalue of 10 in typical numerical analyses.
It is beyond the scope of this brief article to address a full description of the computational cell methodology and the calibra-
tion procedure of the key parameters D and f0. Interested readers are referred to the works of Xia and Shih [10], Ruggieri
and Dodds [11] and Dotta and Ruggieri [13].

Figure 1 Computational cell model for ductile tearing.
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2.2 CTOA Approach

Crack growth modeling approaches based upon macroscopic levels of deformation, such as J, CTOD or CTOA, retain con-
tact with traditional fracture mechanics and provide a suitable framework to describe crack extension and instability during
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the fracture process. In particular,models based on theCTOAconcept attains particular relevance here as it provides a viable
and convenient growth criterion for low constraint crack configurations such as fracture specimens and structural compo-
nents made of thin materials [19-21]. CTOA-controlled crack growth operates by advancing the crack front a prescribed
distancewhen theCTOA reaches a critical value, θc. A key assumption of themethodology lies in the adoption of a constant
value of CTOA during stable crack growth. A number of experimental observations (see review by Newman et al. [21])
support the use of a constant CTOA from the onset of ductile tearing in numerical analyses of crack extension for ductile
materials.

Figure 2 provides the essential features of the CTOA approach to describe ductile crack growth in a 2-D finite element
setting. Figure 2(a) shows the deformed mesh of the upper-half plane before crack advance by node release. Symmetry con-
ditions are enforced along the crack plane. Nodes unconstrained on the crack plane define the crack front whereas
constrained nodes define the remaining ligament. The crack tip node and the nearest unconstrained node to the crack tip
defines the two points required to calculate the local CTOA value. Crack extension occurs when the local opening angle
computed at a crack front node reaches the critical CTOA-value. However, two critical CTOA-values for growth need to
be specified: (1) the initiation angle, θI , which controls crack extension over the near-tip blunting region defined by the node
on the initial crack tip and (2) the release angle, θR, which controls stable crack growth over the remaining nodes defining
the crack ligament. Previous experimental and numerical studies [16-21] support the adoption of a higher value for the criti-
cal CTOA at crack initiation. A node release technique illustrated in Fig. 2(b) removes the constraint in the direction normal
to the crack plane for the current crack-tip node. Similarly to the cell extinction procedure adopted in the previousmethodol-
ogy, the corresponding node reaction is reduced gradually to zero in subsequent load increments, Nrs , to avoid numerical
difficulties. Further details on the numerical implementaion of the CTOA approach are provided by Gullerud et al. [19].

Figure 2Modeling of crack extension based upon CTOA.
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2.3 Computational Procedures

The finite element code WARP3D [12] provides the numerical solutions for the plane-strain analyses reported here. Key
features of the code employed in this work include: (1) the GT andMises constitutive models implemented in a finite-strain
setting, (2) cell extinction using the traction-separation model, (3) automatic load step sizing based on the rate of damage
accumulation, and (4) evaluation of the J-integral using a domain integral procedure.

Figure 3(a) shows the finite elementmodel constructed for the plane-strain analyses of the 0.5-TC(T) specimen (B=13
mm)witha∕W=0.5; this specimenwas employed tomeasure theR-curve for the APIX60 steel. Symmetry conditions per-
mit modeling of only one-half of the specimen with appropriate constraints imposed on the remaining ligament. The half-
symmetric model has one thickness layer of 1078 8-node, 3-D elements with plane-strain constraints imposed (w=0) on
each node. To simulate ductile crack extension, the finite element mesh contains a row of 130 computational cells along
the remaining crack ligament (W−a) in a similar arrangement as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 3(b) shows the finite element model constructed for the plane-strain analyses of the longitudinally cracked pipe
with external diameter, De=20 in (508 mm), and an internal crack with depth, a, of 7mmmade ofAPIX60. The half-sym-
metric model has one thickness layer of 1171 8-node, 3-D elements with plane-strain constraints (w=0) imposed on each
node. Here, the finite element mesh contains a row of 88 computational cells along the remaining crack ligament (t−a).
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Figure 3 Finite element models employed in the numerical analyses: a) plane-strain model of 0.5-T C(T) specimen with
a⁄W=0.5; b) plane-strain model of 20” O.D. pipe specimen with internal crack of 7×140 mm.
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3. CALIBRATION OF GT and CTOA PARAMETERS

Akey step in the procedure to predict bust pressure for the precracked pipe specimens lies in the choice of theGT andCTOA
parameters which govern the ductile response for the tested materials. Comparisons between predicted and experimentally
measured fracture behavior (as described by theR-curves) for deep notch C(T) specimens enable a convenient and yet accu-
rate calibration of these parameters. These calibrated values are then applied in similar analyses to predict ductile extension
in the precracked pipe specimens.
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Laboratory testing of standard compact tension C(T) specimens (side-grooved) extracted from pipe specimens in the
TL position provided the tearing resistance curves (J vs. Δa) at room temperature (20°C) to calibrate the micromechanics
parameters for the tested API X60 steel [22]. The fracture specimens have thickness B=13 mm (0.5-T) and widthW=26
mmwith crack length, a, to width ratio, a∕W=0.5. After fatigue pre-cracking, the specimens were side-grooved to a depth
of 1 mm on each side to promote uniform crack growth over the thickness. The 0.5-T C(T) specimens were tested at room
temperature using a direct current potential (DCP)method tomeasure the crack growth resistance for thematerial following
the requirements ofASTME1820 [24]. Thematerial has 483MPayield stress (σys) at room temperature (20°C) and relative-
ly low hardening properties (σuts∕σys≈1.24), where σuts is the ultimate tensile strength [22]. Other mechanical properties
for the material include Young’s modulus, E=210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, ν=0.3.

Consider first calibration of the GT parameters. Figure 4 shows the measured and predicted J-Δa curves for the 0.5-T
C(T) specimen. PredictedR-curves are shown for three values of the initial volume fraction, f0=0.02, 0.025 and 0.030with
the cell size taken as D∕2=100 μm and parameters q1=1.47, q2=0.74 [14]. For f0=0.02, the predicted R-curve agrees
well with the measured values for essentially the entire crack extension range. In contrast, the use of f0=0.025 and 0.03
produces much lower resistance curve relative to the measured data. Consequently, the initial volume fraction f0=0.02 is
thus taken as the calibrated (plane-strain) value for the API 5L-X60 steel used in the study.

Figure 4 Measured and predicted R-curve for side-grooved 0.5-T C(T) specimen of API 5L-X60 using the cell model.
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Consider next calibration of the CTOA parameters. Guided by numerical experiences, the CTOA-value at initiation is
adopted as θI=40°. With the value of θI fixed, the calibration scheme then proceeds by finding the CTOA-value for crack
propagation, θR, which provides the best fit to the measured R-curve. Figure 5 reveals that the predicted and measured R-
curves are in excellent agreement for θR=12.5°.

4. APPLICATION TO BURST PRESSURE PREDICTIONS OF THIN-WALLED PIPELINES

4.1 Numerical Predictions of Ductile Crack Growth

To investigate the failure behavior of axially flawed pipelines, a series of full scale burst testswere performed on end-capped
pipe specimenswith external diameter, De=508mm(20 inches), wall thickness, t=15.8mmand length,L=3m (see [13]).
These experimental tests included internal longitudinal surface cracks with different sizes measured by crack depth and
crack length, a×2c, with a fixed a∕2c-ratio of 0.05: 3×60mm, 7×140mmand 10×200mm longitudinal flaws; hereafter,
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Figure 5Measured and predicted R-curve for side-grooved 0.5-T C(T) specimen of API 5L-X60 using the CTOA model.
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these pipe configurations are simply denoted asX60-P1, X60-P2 andX60-P3. During the loading of the pipes, ductile crack
extension wasmonitored by using an ultrasonic pulse technique to measure the crack growth at the deepest point of the sur-
face. [23]

Figure 6 displays the predicted evolution of crack growth with increased internal pressure for the analyzed pipe speci-
mens based upon theGTmodel. In the present study,we adopt the cell parameters previously calibrated (D∕2=100 μmand
f0=0.02) as thematerial-specific parameters to predict the burst pressure for the pipe specimens. The numerical predictions
based upon the cell model employ plane-strain finite element analyses of these specimens. To provide a simple comparison
with the experimental data, this plot also includes the measured crack extension with increasing pressure for the pipe speci-
mens X60-P1 (3mm crack depth) and X60-P2 (7 mm crack depth).

The general trend of crack growth evolution with increased pressure is correctly predicted for these pipe specimens,
particularly for the X60-P2 configuration (7mm crack depth). Here, we note that the numerical predictions provide slightly
higher pressures values for a fixed amount of crack growth. Unfortunately, the comparisons of numerical predictions with
experimental data for the pipe specimen X60-P3 (10 mm crack depth) cannot be made here as the amount of ductile tearing
was not monitored for this case.

Figure 7 provides the predicted evolution of crack growth with increased internal pressure for the analyzed pipe speci-
mens based upon plane-strain analyses using the CTOAmodel. Here, we adopt the CTOAparameters previously calibrated
(θI=40° and θR=12.5°) to predict the burst pressure for the pipe specimens. In contrast to the previous results, predictions
of crack extension for the analyzed pipe specimens are in poor agreement with experimental results.

Figures 8(a-d) show the deformed profile for different load (pressure) levels, P=8, 16, 24 and 27 MPa for the pipe
specimen with 7mm internal crack using the GTmodel. The pressure value P=27MPamarks the load almost immediately
prior to pipe collapse (see Fig. 6). The predicted ductile behavior reproduces the essential features of the inward deflection
(bulging) mechanism in the damaged (cracked) region of the pipe as the pressure increases. Moreover, these plots aid in
understanding the behavior displayed in the previous Fig. 6 where there is a rapid increase in crack growth, Δa , for small
changes in the internal pressure near the attainment of themaximumpressure in the experiments. Note the substantial change
in the crack opening profiles for P=24 and 27 MPa in comparison with the lower pressure levels. Following a transient
periodwhen the crackmouth opening remains relatively contained, the rapid development of the inward deflection (bulging)
affects rather strongly the crack mouth opening and the amount of crack extension. The numerical results reported here for
the pipe specimen with the 7 mm internal crack are essentially similar to corresponding results for other pipe specimens (to
conserve space, they are not shown here).
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Figure 6 Numerical prediction of crack growth in X60 pipe specimens based upon the GT model.
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Figure 7 Numerical prediction of crack growth in X60 pipe specimens based upon the CTOA model.
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4.2 Numerical Predictions of Burst Pressure
The evolution of ductile tearingwith increased pressure displayed in previous Figs. 6 and 7 aids in establishing a simpli-

fied criterion to define the (predicted) burst pressure. Consider, for example, the pipe specimen X60-P2 in Fig. 6. Under
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Figure 8 Predicted evolution of bulging and crack opening for the pipe specimenwith 7×140mm internal crack
at varying load (pressure) levels: (a) P=8 MPa; (b) P=16 MPa; (c) P=24 MPa and d) P=27 MPa.

increased internal pressure, the rate of crack growth increases very slowly up toP≈25MPa. This pressure value marks the
beginning of very rapid ductile tearing with little increase in the applied pressure. After these pressure values (which are
near the attainment of the maximum pressure observed in the tests), the load-carrying capacity of the remaining ligament
cannot keep pace with the damage accumulation in the near-tip process zone (as characterized by the large number of dam-
aged cell elements in the numerical model) so that an instability point is reached. Table 1 compares the experimental and
predicted burst pressure for the tested X60 pipe specimens based upon the failure criterion just outlined. Predictions of the
burst pressure based upon the cell model are in good agreement with measured values, particularly for the pipe specimen
X60-P2 (7 mm crack depth). In contrast, the CTOA criterion provides a rather poor prediction of burst pressures for pipe
specimens X60-P2 and X60-P3. Here, only the predicted burst pressure for the shallow crack pipe specimen (X60-P1 with
3 mm crack depth) agrees well with the corresponding measured value.

Table 1 Comparison of measured and predicted burst pressure for X60 pipe specimens.

Pipe
S i

PB Exp. (MPa) PB Pred. (MPa)
Specimen Cell Model CTOA

X60-P1 33.0 38.3 33.2

X60-P2 27.5 27.3 20.5

X60-P3 22.0 18.8 13.4

4.3. Dependence of CTOA on Component Geometry

Application of the CTOA concept as a growth criterion in cracked structural components assumes independence of the
CTOAduring stable crack growth, on specimen geometry. A number of previous studies [16-21] consistently reveal aweak
dependence of the critical CTOA on specimen size for thin panels and fracture specimens while others show a relatively
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more pronounced dependence of θR on thicker specimen geometries. The relatively limited analyses available to describe
crack growth resistance behavior for axially cracked pipelines based upon theCTOAunderscores the need for further inves-
tigation.

Figure 9 shows the computed CTOA derived from plane-strain analyses conducted for the deeply cracked, 0.5-T C(T)
fracture specimen and the pipe specimen with an external crack of 7×140 mm. The CTOA is directly computed from the
deformation of the nodes at the crack tip derived from analyses using the cellmodel. After a transient stage of ductile tearing,
Δa≈0.5 mm (where crack growth is driven by a nonconstat CTOA-value), crack extension for both configurations contin-
uesunder anearly constantCTOA-value.However, the strongdependence ofCTOAduring stable crackgrowth on specimen
geometry is evident. Clearly, such behavior is associatedwith the dominant loading conditions in both crack configurations.
TheC(T) specimen is primarily a bend configuration whereas the cracked pipe under internal pressure is primarily subjected
to strong membrane loading. Consequently, the assumption of a constant CTOA-value calibrated from using the C(T) frac-
ture specimen accentuates the relatively poor agreement betweenmeasured and predicted burst pressures which is precisely
the results shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9 Evolution of CTOA with crack extension for the deeply cracked 0.5-T C(T) specimen and the 7 mm
precracked pipe specimen derived from the cell model.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study described amicromechanics approach based upon the computational cellmethodology incorporating theGurson
model and a deformation-based approach using the CTOA criterion to predict experimentally measured burst pressures for
thin-walled gas pipeline containing longitudinal cracks. The analyses demonstrate the effectiveness and limitations of both
approaches to describe crack growth response and to predict the burst pressure for the testedpipes.While theCTOAcriterion
still appears to have limited applicability to predict ductile cracking behavior for the pipe specimens, the cell model predic-
tions of the ductile response for the precracked pipes show good agreement with experimentally measured burst pressures.
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